Dear DEED Community,

The intent of this newsletter is to inform the DEED community about upcoming events and related news in DEED, ASEE, and the engineering design community. As always, these newsletters and even more awesome information are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, at locations all around the world on our DEED website.
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1) CALL FOR PAPERS: CLIVE L. DYM MUDD DESIGN WORKSHOP X  

“DESIGN AND THE FUTURE OF THE ENGINEER OF 2020”  
HARVEY MUDD COLLEGE, 1-3 JUNE 2017  
https://mudddesignworkshop.com  

THE VISION To bring together 50-75 engineers, designers, and educators to tackle the future of the Engineer of 2020. The National Academy of Engineering’s report The Engineer of 2020: Visions of Engineering in the New Century was published 12 years ago. This year’s entering first-year students will graduate in 2020. We have a unique opportunity to reflect on the notion of the Engineer of 2020 and look forward to what the future engineer might be. We will explore the role of design education in forming engineers better able to assume leadership roles in business, government, and nonprofit organizations with their engineering knowledge to address wicked design challenges.

THE MISSION To identify, articulate, and address the educational, cultural, and institutional contributions to successes and opportunities in engineering design education in the attributes and mindset of the Engineer of 2020 in the context of engineering design activities.

THE EXPERIENCE Each session will be initiated by brief position papers from panelists, which will be followed by open discussion. A wrap-up session will collect the most important outputs for improving engineering design education for dissemination to the community. Participants will receive a preliminary proceedings containing near-final manuscripts of presented papers. Those drafts will subsequently be refined and reviewed for publication in a Special Issue of the International Journal of Engineering Education to comprise the archival proceedings of the Clive L. Dym Mudd Design Workshop X.

1/31/17  2 page abstracts submission  
4/15/17  Final papers submission
2) CALL FOR PAPERS: ASME IDETC/CIE DESIGN EDUCATION CONFERENCE
The Design Education Committee welcomes papers from all areas of engineering design education research related to mechanical and engineering systems and computers and information in engineering, including but not limited to research methods in engineering design education, engineering design and design education assessment, proven best practices in engineering design, the integration of engineering design with industry, enhancing professional skills in the undergraduate curriculum, capstone and design education in the undergraduate curriculum, design education in the graduate curriculum, classroom experiments with design practices, and fabrication and making in design education. Short papers are invited on innovative approaches to engineering design education.

The 13th International Conference on Design Education (DEC) is part of the ASME 2107 International Design Engineering Technical Conferences (IDETC) and Computers and Information Engineering (CIE) Conference which will take place during August 6-9, 2017 in Cleveland, OH.

2/10/17 - Draft paper submission
4/7/17 - Final paper submission
8/9/17 - Conference in Cleveland, OH
http://www.asme.org/events/idetccie

3) POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT: OLIN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Olin College of Engineering, located in the greater Boston area in Needham, MA, seeks applications from enthusiastic faculty candidates at all ranks who are passionate about having an impact in the world and educating the next generation of engineering innovators. We have an open search for all areas relevant to our mission and targeted searches in the broadly defined areas of entrepreneurship and computer science / software engineering / computational science and engineering. Olin is committed to an inclusive and diverse environment, and we strongly encourage individuals from historically underrepresented communities and women to apply. We also encourage applicants to apply by December 5, 2016, and applications will be considered as they are received. Please see www.olin.edu/search for information on the application process.

4) POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT: ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

The Polytechnic School in the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering at Arizona State University seeks applicants for an open-rank tenure-track/tenured faculty position in engineering education.

The Polytechnic School, one of six schools in the Ira A. Fulton Schools of Engineering, has a vibrant engineering education research community. We have a growing critical mass of engineering education researchers, and would like to expand our expertise by adding faculty to
support our innovative approach to undergraduate education as well as advance our newly established Ph.D. program in Engineering Education Systems and Design.

Specific areas of interest include, but are not limited to:

• Increasing the participation and retention of underrepresented groups
• Global/international context of engineering / engineering education
• The application of learner analytics/data mining to engineering education problems
• Entrepreneurship in engineering education

Candidates with cross-cutting research interests are particularly encouraged to apply. We seek applicants who will contribute to our academic programs, promote transdisciplinary teaching and research, and help the University to achieve its aspirations, including enabling student success, transforming society, valuing entrepreneurship, and conducting use-inspired research. Faculty members in the Fulton Schools of Engineering are expected to develop an internationally recognized and externally funded research program, adopt effective pedagogical practices in the development and delivery of graduate and undergraduate courses, advise both undergraduate and graduate student research and projects, and undertake service activities.

For more information and to apply, please see the full announcement at: https://engineering.asu.edu/hiring/engineering-education-11731/

5) POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT: UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO

The Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of Idaho invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position at the rank of Assistant or Associate Professor with expertise and experience in design beginning in the fall of 2017. Applicants must have an earned PhD in mechanical engineering or a closely related field, preferably with an emphasis on product design, manufacturing, innovation, and/or design pedagogy. The successful candidate must have potential to develop a strongly funded program through collaboration with regional and national industries, and interdisciplinary efforts with departments within the College of Engineering, the College of Business, and/or the College of Art/Architecture. Vision and leadership among faculty/staff involved in a nationally acclaimed multi-disciplinary senior design program is also integral to this position. For more information about this position, please explore the listing at https://uidaho.peopleadmin.com/postings/15865 or contact Steve Beyerlein, chair of Mechanical Engineering (sbeyer@uidaho.edu).

6) Submitting to the DEED Listserv

To submit an item to the InDEED newsletter, please prepare a short description (no more than 2 paragraphs) including any relevant URLs (in explicit form, not as hyperlinks), deadlines and contact information.

Putting the words “DEED newsletter” in the subject will help make sure your submission makes it in the email.
Email this information to Reid Bailey, DEED Division Chair - rrbailie@virginia.edu

The newsletter will be distributed around the 15th of each month. Newsletter submissions should be sent no later than the 10th of the month.

----------------------------------------
Reid Bailey
DEED Chair 2016-2017